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PROGRCSS Rr.POW

MAY 1, 1976 - JULY 31, 1976

SONIC BOOi, RESrAi:Cll

During this period we completed our numerical program for the sonic born

analysis including the asymmetric effect due to lift near the vertical

plane of po-retry. Several numerical examples were computed. The results

were presented at the third Aeroacoustic Cc,nference in July (Two copies of

AIAA Preprints No. 76-587 are attached).

The program and a numerical example were delivered to the contractor. A

description for the usage of the program is presented In NYU Report AA/76-11

entitled "Numerical Program for Sonic Doors Analysis-Nonlinear With Asyurmetric

Correction Due to Lift, by Canny Kung. (Two copies are attached).



NUNiGRICAL fRCICIRA'1 FOR 1;ON'IC D001 ANALYSIS*
- RONLINI CAR III 	 ASY i;.I:TRIC CUI,M'CTIW DUE TO LIFT

F. I;LJRG* k'

OGfARTMENT OF APPLIED SCIENCE
NLW YORK UNIM"' ITY

NEW YORK 1,11J YOR; 10003

IIYU/AA76-11

ABSTRACT

A computer program for CDC 6600 is developed for the nonlinear sonic boom

analysis including the asymmetric effect of lift near the vertical plane

of symmetry. The program is written in FORTRAN IV Language. This program

carries out the numerical intcgrat •ion of the nonlinear governing equations

fran the input data at a finite distance from the airplane configuration at

a flight altitude to yield the pressure signitude at ground. The required

input data and the format for the output are described. A complete program

listing anda sample calculation are given in the AppendixA

* This research is supported by NASA Grant No. t2",L-33O1f-119

Research scientist, Departmant of Applied Scicnc:

(1) Appendix will be forwarded upon request.
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LIST OF SY;WOLS

a	 local spred of snumi In ft/scc.

ao spcacd	 of	 sound	 at:	 flight	 altitude

C^; C" outdoing and	 incoming characteristics 	 in the plane y	 o.

f shock shape,	 x '= r (r,	 ; )

9 32.?	 ..	 ft /sPr.2

h altitude	 in	 ft.

L reforunce length	 (say the body	 length)	 in ft.

14 local	 Mach nuiaber

Mo f I 1c,	 Mach number

Ap	 p	 pw pre5suro	 increment from ambient value	 in	 )bs./ft?

r radical uistance/L

R gas constant

S entropy

S sh
SshA = entropy induced by shock wave/R at yh _ a

FU

5 511 (S^l /R)q,^ at X11 c o

U, v, w axial	 velocity radial and circumferential	 components	 in t

UW flight velocity _ M 	
a 
	 in ft./sec.

u u0/U	 at {	 o
ti
v v^jq)N	 at	 .. o

w k-1 /U	 at 4	 = o

.1. temperature in ° Rank! ne

x	 axial coordinate (horizontal)/L

y	 vertical coordinate/L

Y	 flight altitude in ft.

I



List o1 Symbok (Contrd)

a	 the half tune angle of t1w equivalent body in dc.;irre

1t	 shock angle with the flow direction ahead of the shock

y	 ratio of spLoific. heat - 1.11

0	 flow inclination with x-axis

h	 Mach angle

V	 Prandtl licyer angle

meridian annle, 4 = o is the vcrtieal plane of syrametry

below the airplane.

Subscripts

w	 the undisturbed value along the sam:: strearnline

partial derivatives

r
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OWTL1@I: OF THP 11 1FRICAL PiZUR111R

The basic equations and the justifit	 ms for the approximations in the

asymmetric effects for this numerical program were described in ref. 1, 2.

The numerical analysis deals with nine variables, M, o, r., Ssh , u, v, w, y

and SA as functions of x, r in the vertical plane of syran try q = U.	 x

first four variables are the variables in the quasi-symwnetrical analy , is

(ref. 1) and the remaining five variables, which are the circumferential dwriva-

tives, u	
vV•

of/u'' V W^.^„/U ^°
	 wU +i

V'
 , (y) /1. and (S 

sh to
) /R at V - o, representing tiva

asymmetric variables (ref. 2). The nine governing equations for these two

sets of variables are coupled weakly though one variable w.

The iterative procedure for the numerical integration of those nine equations

begins with the assignment of the value w. The four equations for the four

variables Pi, o, r., Ssh are determined in the same manner as in the axi-sym-

metric calculations (ref. 1). The location of the new grid point x, r and

the values ti, o are given by the characteristic equations with a curved C 

line segment. The values for r. and S sh are obtained by integrations alone

the stream line.	 We will then proceed to compute the asymmetric variables.

u and v will be determined by the integration of the equations along C and G-

w, yo, and S5 0 are obtained by the integration of the equations- along the

stream line. With this new 1 we continue to the next cycle of iteration until

convergence.

the shock point as described in

considered as the deternina •tiou ci

rmputations. The general srhw: Q ni

the finol pressure signature u,	 ,hwl

Similar iteration scheme is employed for

ref. 2.

Since the asymmetric computations c6n be

the value of w in the quasi-asymmetric a

the computation from i.he initial data to

1-

^i
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will be the sane as that for the axi-Lymaetric computations:

The calculations proceed alowl succv;s'ions of C ` lines with index 1. Along

each C - line, it will compute the new how shock point and then th y: charac-

teristic points with index J until the last C a line with index 
Jmax 

or 10

C+ line from a input data point. Then we proceed to the next V line with I

increased by I.

When two C+ lines erorss over, an embedded shock is formed. ' The intelor KS is

assigned in the order of shocks formed. For each embedded shock, its location

J along the C line is denoted as J(KS). In each sweep along a C" line, when J

equals J(KS) we call the subroutine for embedded shock point (EMSHICi;) AMA

of C+ - C ` (CPCM) subroutines.

Whenever a shock front or a C^ line cuts across the ground (r " Y/I.) the values

on the ground level are obtained by linear interpolation. The pressure signa-

ture includes the reflection coefficient 1.8. When the grid point from the

last C+ line is below ground, the computation ends.

The program contains four main subroutines: (i) c + and bow shock [CPSH],

(ii) C and C - [CPCM], (iii) formation of shod: [FSHOCK] and (iv) embedded

shock [LISHQCK] . It does not have a subroutine for the intersection of two

shocks therefore the program will stop when two shocks do intersect.

The input definition will be discussed in Table I, the format for input data

appears in Table II, and the description of output will be in Table III.

We will discuss briefly how do we control the step sizes and prepare the 'in-

pui data.
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C01TRGt. Of 51UP SMS

The step size is controlled by inequaliti , in the radial distance bra°nvu

two adjacent horn stock points:	 r,er<C 1 	 for	 r' < rl

r - r < C1 r'	 for i^ 1 < r'	 ip.
and	 ice-	 < C 2	 for	 r2 < r'

In this program we have i•1 = I C1 ;; 0.04 52 - 100 C2 = 4. Therefore

the upper bound for the step sizes increases linearly from 0.04 at r ° ?y I

to 4 at r - r? = 100 and then remains equal to 4 all the way to the ground.

A change in step size and in the rate of increment can be made by changi:s

in the values of C 1 r Z	 and Cy provide that it is continuous, i.e.,

C1 i" 2 = C2.

When we want to use different control functions wo should change the control

equations inthe main program and in the subroutine for C o and shock (USA)



PRi PAilA1 ICR 01 INPUT DATA

The input data along r = r o will be obtained from experiwe otal tats, or

from the full three dimensional analysi., near the airplane confiqurntKr

At each point; we input >'t, M, 0,iw 	 , Ssii , u, v, w, Yom, and Ssh' for tit

bow shock we input in addition the shock angle P. It should be ohservorl

that not all the input data are independent of each other, i'or example:

at bow shock, -r,	 r	 while 5 sh, P, and li tire. related to 0 and r and S!;h

is related to y.. When the input data are read from the data cards, we 90t

IUCAL. = 0

If we intend to compute or modify come of the input data by some cquations

we set

IUCAL = 1

and make the modifications from Statement no, 107 to Statement No. 3505.

In our sample calculation, the input data will first be prepared from an

axi-symmetric computation of an equivalent symmetric body to r a ro . Thare-

fore we have u = v = rr = S sh = 0. Since y = Y/L - -r cos I we have y^ - r,,,

If we set IUCAL = O, the pressure signature will be that of a symmetric hady

with asymmetric effect due to the two dimensional atmosphere layer only and

the difference from the pure axi-symmetric calculation is very small.

We set IUCAL = 1, as in the sample calculation and then procccd to compute

the asymmetric terms u, v, w, S sh and y. from the linearized theory of an

assigned lilt ? i, `ribution (Ref. 2). Since the leading edge of wind is

so located, that the characteristicline hits r = r o at x = 6.85 in the plane

q = o lying behind the urn: shock, the bow stuck is still sya:,rAric with ^ ;ir - U

and yam, = rte , Only the input data of u, v and w for x > 6.85 are chrtve&

-n_
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by the forinulas for` thc special lift variation in Fig. 8 of rvf, 2. for a

different approximation theory or a different: lift variation thaw quations

should be vovised. (Statc,uent Nu. 170-31;OS),

Finally, wo. want to point out that w3 h.We included the data beyond thi body

in order to yield the tail shock at ground. In the sample= calculaticn we

use five body lengths. An estimate of the length on the safe side can be

obtained Dow the length required in the real atmospheric program bass w

Whitman's theory.
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TAUU: 1

INPUT DVINIINNS

Ho _.	 Y flight altitude in ft.

X1. -	 I.	 , reforelice length (';ay the body longth)	 in ft.

010 - -- w	 M o , flight mach number

CRC -	 ro , radial distancc of initial data line/L

TEST R

TESL' IM not used in this program

TEST X

XXXXXI - ° µ__ C 1	 1

XXXXX2 °^ --T ;^	 ^ constants in the control of step size

XR2-

IUCAL
0 all	 input read from data cards

0 some input data compute from formulas for each
special cases

ISfOP ~-~ maximum numbl.r of C^	 1 inc<,	 for	 ISTOP use
a large numbow, s;ry 1000 to go to the grODUd.

for detail	 inforna(.ion along I*th e'" line,	 set ISTOP --11^

lily _ y	 altitude in ft.

TT - Ts,	 tenrperaturc in OR
5

NUMBE - -- number of 1IH table (input card 5). 	 In this program;
I use number =	 63.	 In case the altitude is gre<<tor
than 120,000 ft.	 We can increase this table by chznginci
the value of HUMBE.

VV ----•-- y Prandtl	 Mayer angle

V1,1M M, Mach number

IUh1EE -- Phmber of entrk-5, in VV tablet (input cr,rd 6). 	 In tk-i::
program i	 use	 IU;dUt	 =	 172.	 In case the rlacfi mi,uc .	 ;:.
greater than 2.5, the table has to be increcscd iwJ ran
does the value of MBE.

^i_



KS mmlber of embedded shock

RETT - R	 , of the eubedded shock

RET	 - - R	 , of Dow shock

XX — ° x, axial	 coordinate (horizontal) /L.

RR °°- r vertical coordinate	 /L.

TIiGTNE flow inclination with x-axis.

XmXM	 -°° °- m, local Mach nunibcr

RIi4RIfi	 — r value of r for a stream lino far upstream

SRSR - -- ssh entropy due	 shock wave	 (s)/Ii

UU n, 1'to
LI^IIiI

/Um 	 at 11	 =	 e

VE V
vII 

i /U )	 at	 III =	 o

w wq /U.	 at y =	 0

YY	
^_ .w

YW
y -o4 /L at p= o

SS
v
Ssh' (Ssh)A	 at	 0

RIGXTEH — K	 1

EPSTEM % (I

SRIRKI: - — kk used in the special example for creation of

1 asymmetric data with IUCAL = 1.
SBIR SI	 J

t

j

-ii-.
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TABLE 11

INPUT DATA FORMAT

Card 1	 (4F 14.5)

Ho ,	 xL, XXYO, CRB

r

Card 2 (3F 10.5)	
(not being used, put a

TC.STR, TESTIM, TESTX	 blank card)

Card 3 (4F 10.5)

XXXXXXI,	 XXY,Y,X2, XR1,	 Y,R2

Card 4 (4I5)

IUCAL,	 ISTOP

Card 5 (2F	 10.5)

1111(1)	 TT(I)

IIIINUMBE)	 TT(HUMBE)

Card 6 (10X,	 2E 20.8)

VV(1)	 ZMmi(1)

VV(2)	 zmr,101(2)

i

VV(IUMBE)	 Z[4,MMi(IUHBE)

Card? (5X,	 15,	 E20.10)

MAXBOY ,	 DELTA	 (not being used, put a blank card)

Card 8 (I5,	 E15.8)

KS,	 BETT

Card 9 (4E20.9)
BIGY,TE• M, 	 EPSTEM,	 SBIRKI(, :G'IR

Card 10 (3E 20.9/	 IOX,	 3E20.9)
T XX(I) THETHE(1)	 Y.N, XtI(I),	 RINRIN(1), SRSR(I), BET

UU M ,	 VE(1)	 W11 (1)	 ,	 YY(1), SS(1)

XX(2) THETHE(2),	 XMXM(2),	 RINRIH(2), SRSR(2)
UU(2) VE(2),	 Vk!(2)	 YY(2)	 , SS (2)

 -iii_



TAOLE III

The output for this program is divided into LWO parLs. The first part con-

tains a tabulation of the input parameters to the program together with

three input• tables, IIM vs. TT; VV v.s. ZMMM; and the input table of x,0 M,

r. S sh , with the given radius (CRB). The second part first contains with

table of J, 1i , v, w, "yw, 
?sh 

which will be the values of the input data

If IUCAL = 0. in case IUCAI_ # 0, the values will be recalculated (see

remarks in the preparation of input data) and fire recalculated values of u,

v, w, yM , ash wilt be shown in the table.

Along each C characteristic line (I = I, 2,...) the daLa of bow shock, first

point of C+-C- after the bow shock, the point of the formation of shock, and

thcembedded shock whenever it ispresent will be tabulated. In case the

same I of bow shock appears twice, that means the control in the step size

Is activated in the bow shock calculations (see remarks in regard to the step

size control). The output format is as folia4s:

Bow shock	 I =i1

x; r' 0' M'	 r; Ssh	 R'

JMAX	 u v w ) 	 Ssh

Cpcm	 J
r

Ssh

n, ti
11 V w

ti	 U
Y, s

Shock FORMED at J I<S =

X^	
ra
0 ' 14'	 1'roa R(ks)

sh
a

u v 	 w  yea	 sha

i

-iv-
a
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F SI10r-K FORMED CASE{^	 J	 , KS =+

x'	 r' 0-a	 a	 a M'a
i„	 So	 !i'a	 sha

Ili
ua

N

v
ry

 W0	 Ywa	 sha

0,
M r	 S	

{X14CAL
b b «b	 b	 X14DUC

ub v  w 
	

Y.b	 shb

RE14ARK: Subscripts a,	 b for points ahead and behind the shock.

XMDEFC and XMCAI. are the difforence of 14 b 's computcd from

the shock equations and from the characteristic equations.

EMSHOCK J	 = , KS

xa 	ra	 Oa 14a
r,,d	Ssha	 R^

N

u

+l.

 v

N	 1

 w 	 Yma sha

O b Mb rmb 	 Sshb	 ^r
IV

vb
w 
	 Yob	

shb

When the calculation reaches to the ground,	 all	 the data will be inter-

polated. The output format 	 is

EMSHOCK
REACH ground ....... cpcm

cpSH

x	 0	 M	 -F
Ssh	

Ap

u	 v	 V: Yw SO	 (Aq)

REMARK:	 Ap	 = p	 - p. in lbs./sq. ft.

Aq	 = pb	 pm for embedded shock only

V-
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